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(Ausschnitte)

Die  Verbreitung  des  folgenden  Materials  dient  der  staatsbürgerlichen  Aufklärung,  der  Abwehr
verfassungswidriger Bestrebungen sowie der historischen Dokumentation im Rahmen der Wissenschaft, der
Forschung, der Lehre und der Berichterstattung über Vorgänge des Zeitgeschehens oder der Geschichte.

 

 









 









 

 
Chapter II.

Lügenjuden (lieing Jews)
This chapter gives examples how Jews lie, that it is in their nature to be untruthful, especially if they
have some official position.



 
Chapter III.

Betrugsjuden (betraying Jews)
This chapter is on the nature of Jews to betray, steal and to bring misery to honest, hard working 
people. How without any merci they attack farmers who are in debt and take over their land and 
homes or drive honest salesmen intro bankcruptcy.



 

Bernard Isidor Weiss 
The former Police chief of the Reichshauptstadt Berlin, the Jew Bernard Isidor Weiss. The text says 
that he was involved in a lot of corruption and criminal acts. At the end it says he is ungehängt (not 
hanged). Joseph Goebbels had published a book on Weiss in 1929 which is also an extremely to 
find antisemitic book today.



 

Chapter IV.
Zersetzungsjuden (Decomposition Jews)

In this chapter it is explained how the Jews undermine the normal life in a functioning society until 
they have it destroyed.



 

Not only Jews who lived in the German Reich are pictured, also foreign Jews like Charlie Chaplin,
explained as a "Nerviger Zappeljude" (nerv killing fidget Jew) are shown.



Chapter VI.
Geldjuden (Money Jews)

When the Nazis talk about the Jew they always mention him together with money and how much 
influence he got after many Jews made it up to the top in the financial world (of course because of 
their criminal methods) and so this chapter is very interesting one, too.



The final conclusion from the author at the end of the book is a call-up to the German people to 
closely watch the Jews to make sure that none of them will ever have anything to say in the German
Third Reich anymore and that the necessary ballte against the Jew is a battle for the Hail of 
Germany. This battle is not over, yet:  


